
Nick Haderlie, Silver Spur Ranch 

 

Much reliance has been placed on the process and the time spent achieving consensus, but the process is 

flawed. At the last meeting, many on the Committee were determined to push the recommendations 

forward regardless of what the public hand to say about it. It seems the plan last month was to hold a final 

meeting barely more than a day after the comment period had ended and then simply bless the draft 

recommendations and move forward regardless of the comments received. You did not allow enough time 

to digest the public comments, and the committee determined that it was unwilling to reconsider or revise 

its recommendations in light of public comments, all except the wild and scenic designation 

recommendation which is what brings us here today. 

The Committee is fatigued, but that doesn’t justify sticking your head in the sand and ignoring relevant 

information or potentially taking the time to acknowledge that you may have got it wrong or you may 

have been relying on incomplete or inaccurate information.  

We submitted written comments directly challenging the belief upon which these recommendations were 

made, and those comments have largely been ignored by many on this Committee. For example, certain 

Committee members have repeatedly espoused the beliefs that wilderness or wild and scenic river 

designations do not impact grazing whatsoever and never have had any effect on grazing. We 

demonstrated clear examples where this was not the case, yet this inaccurate sentiment was repeated more 

than once at the last meeting. As a matter of fact, Congress and administering agencies have used the 

wilderness act to reduce or eliminate grazing in wilderness areas. As a matter of fact, the wild and scenic 

rivers act has been used successfully by environmental groups as a weapon against agriculture to 

terminate grazing in designated areas.   

At the last meeting, many committee members seemed to be heavily relying on the number of comments 

received in favor of wilderness designation. I would submit to you that the folks who made those 

comments did not understand the full spectrum of options available, and that fact is due in no small part 

to the Committee’s actions. This Committee widely distributed incorrect and misleading information 

about the wilderness act at a public meeting held in Encampment regarding what activities are allowed 

and are not allowed in wilderness areas. When it later became clear this information was misleading, the 

committee made no effort to correct the misinformation that it distributed.  

At the same meeting, the public repeatedly asked whether it would be possible to get information 

regarding the other options that may be available. Representatives of the committee indicated an effort 

would be made to get more information about the alternatives available. It seems the committee itself 

made some effort to become more educated, but none of that information was ever distributed to the 

public. Moreover, the “experts” upon which the committee relied to become more educated were clearly 

biased. For example, I understand the individual that came to give information about the wild and scenic 

rivers act was from the American Rivers organization- an environmental organization with an anti-

grazing agenda. Based on the information presented by this individual, it is no surprise the committee 

incorrectly believed the only impacts of a wild and scenic designation were to protect ¼ mile corridor 

around the river from development of dams.  

I had a phone call from one of our neighbors yesterday and I was shocked at what I learned from him. 

Specifically, throughout the course of these meetings, certain committee members have made 

representations that attempts were made to contact Water Valley Ranch, but that the owner never 

responded. The assumption was promoted that the owner was likely just staying out of potentially 



charged political issues due to his campaign for governor. At the last meeting, it was represented that the 

Committee’s recommendations were discussed with the owner of Water Valley and that he did not object 

whatsoever. It turns out, neither of these things were true. Water Valley was never contacted about this 

process, except to seek permission to launch boats on the river for purposes of touring the area. Mr. 

Galeotos was deeply disturbed when I informed him about the representations being made about him and 

the Water Valley Ranch at these meetings. He firmly insists that none of this true, and he adamantly 

opposes the committee’s recommendations.  

- Bennett recommendations are an example of what collaboration and true consensus looks like 

- Similar proposal for Ferris rejected, despite that Ferris is truly the crown jewel of all the WSAs in 

the county 

- We made a similar proposal for Encampment and the committee wholly rejected it without 

discussion at the last meeting – disregarding one of the largest stakeholders involved 

- I ask that you take a step back, take a hard look at the information on which you have relied, and 

reconsider the Special Management Area (SMA) for Ferris and Encampment.  

 


